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Concurrent object-oriented languages, such as POOL [1], ABCL [12], Obliq [3] or
Java [7], usually structure the program into objects, model the parallelism with threads
and the mutual exclusion with locks (or some variant of them). These attempts to
integrate concurrency and object-oriented features are somehow naive and no rigorous
motivation for the design choices is given. As a result, the semantics is often crisp and
one stumbles into anomalies (cft inheritance anomaly [8]) or typing flaws [10].
On the other hand the concepts of processes and objects seem strongly related. The
formers are entities that interact with the environment, possibly with a dynamically
changing interface (mobile processes). The latters are units with a set of operations that
may affect an internal state. Relating process interfaces to operations and interactions
to operation invocations is quite natural as much as relaxing the sequential constraint
of standard object calculi. It is therefore not surprising that foundational studies for
bringing objects and processes together have recently arisen a broad interest.
The theory of concurrent objects has been developed according to the tradition of
functional and concurrent calculi. Several researchers have in fact defined foundational
languages for such paradigm, equipping them with precise and clear semantics, simple
type systems and equational theories. To date two approaches have emerged. One
consists on recasting some well-established object-calculus and enriching it with concurrent primitives (parallel composition and the operation of scope restriction) [9, 2, 6].
The second attempts the other way around, trying to extend process calculi with objects
by introducing record types [11, 4].
There is an apparent distance among these calculi and concurrent object languages
which jeopardizes their utility. The focus in the latters is on classes and inheritance of
class definitions while the formers, being object-based calculi, definitely overlook these
issues. Regrettable, forgetting about classes eludes any treatment of inheritance, which
is a crucial notion in object-oriented programming and even more when concurrency
is added. Some progress in this direction is done in [5], where a class based calculus
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has been developed out of a well known process calculus - the join-calculus - and a
formal analysis of inheritance and possible anomalies is undertaken.
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